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J.S. Bach - *Unaccompanied Cello Suite No. 4 in E-flat, BWV1010*

J.S. Bach most likely composed his set of *Six Suites for Unaccompanied Cello* during his time of service to Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cöthen as Capellmeister from 1717 to 1723. Prince Leopold’s court was Calvinist and did not call for elaborate church music – or an elaborate ensemble to deliver the music. It was due to the nature of Bach’s post in Cöthen that allowed him to compose so much instrumental music including the first book of the *Well-Tempered Clavier* and the Six Brandenburg Concertos. It is still unclear of any particular reason that led Bach to compose his collection of unaccompanied suites but it is likely that they were either composed for educational purposes or court chamber music.

*Suite No. 4 in E-flat* goes far beyond the three previous Suites in its contrapuntal density and liberated imagination. The *Prelude* opens with repetitive arpeggios to construct complex phrases, just like the first suite but here, there is an even stronger sense of a need for improvisation: the arpeggios gradually descend into an emotional venture through a range of keys. The *Allemande* and *Courante* both have seemingly simple yet charming melodic lines. The *Sarabande* incorporates a continuous harmonic accompaniment with its melodic lines. There is and call and response relationship between and within each of the *Bourées*. The quirky nature of the *Gigue* completes the suite ambitiously.

“Through his imagination and compositional virtuosity, Bach transcends the limit of solo cello (or viola) by inviting the performer to hear interacting voices beyond those defined by the actual written notes.”

- Vincent CK Cheung

**Rebecca Clarke - *Sonata for Viola and Piano (1919)***

In a genre of music that has long been dominated by male composers, it is both inspiring and enlightening to study a major sonata by a female composer. Rebecca Clarke, born in England, started her musical endeavors on the violin at the Royal Academy of Music. Like many of music’s lost female composers, Clarke composed in the face of cultural stigmas against women and chronic depression. She made her living by developing an active performing career as a violist and later become one of the first female musicians in a professional orchestra. In 1916 she moved to a U.S residency to continue her performance career. During her years in the U.S, Clarke obtained fame as a composer with her *Viola Sonata (1919)* and *Piano Trio (1921).*

In an anonymous competition sponsored by patron Elizabeth Coolidge, there was a tie for first place between Clarke and Ernest Bloch. The results of the competition placed Rebecca Clarke as a forerunner in 20th century composition. Clarke’s entry was none other than the Viola Sonata, her most famed composition, which has since become an essential member to the viola repertoire.

Rebecca Clarke’s 1919 Viola Sonata is a compelling example of a post-Romantic sonata with hints of Impressionism. The score of the sonata is prefaced with a French poem by Alfred de Musset titled “May Night”:

*Poet play your lute, the wine of youth  
Ferments tonight in the veins of God*

In addition to the influence of French musical idiom both in the tonality and cyclical structure of the work (music from the first movement reappears in the last),
Clarke uses the French poem to set the intoxicating mood of the piece. The first movement [Impetuoso] begins with a trumpet-like fanfare of open fifth chords and almost immediately quiets into a mini-cadenza for the viola (the viola is marked ad libitum while the piano holds a bass chord). There is a tradeoff between the feelings of heedlessness and reconciliation that characterizes much of this movement. The second movement [Vivace] is characterized by harmonics, open intervals and chromaticism and gives the sense of a propelling, oriental-style dance. As in the French cyclical style, the last movement opens with an Adagio whose theme is a tenor version of the first movement’s main theme. The sonata concludes with as much intensity and grandeur as the opening.
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